RYAN GASS

303.999.8911
ryan@ryanmgass.com
Denver, Coloardo

WEB DEVELOPER/DESIGNER

SUMMARY
I'm' a father, a husband, a friend, a designer
and a developer. I dig spending time with my
family and i dig spending time with my work.
I find happiness in balance and strive to keep
it balanced in whatever way possible.
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Pizza Republica
Our Community Now
Villa Parker
Doida Law
Garage Doctor
Precision Collision
Corporon Law
Staco Electric
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Advanced SEO
Continuing education
Detail Oriented
Efficient
Reliable
Accountable
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Web Dev/Design
Wordpress / Drupal
Adobe Creative Suite
Google Analytics
Responsive Design

Grand View University

Bachelors of Arts in Graphic Design

HTML5 / CSS3
JavaScript / PHP
Bootstrap
SSH / LEMP / LAMP
Site Speed Optimization

EXPERIENCE
PIN Business Network (Nov 2016 - Present)
Web Developer | Designer | SEO Manager/Strategist
Design & Develop client and corporate websites. Primarily Wordpress
sites, built from the ground up to maintain control of the weight and
speed of the site. Develop custom post types, with custom fields, and
custom plugins/widgets. Strategize & Implement SEO campaigns for
local and national clients.

Community College of Denver (Aug 2011 - Present)
Adjunct Professor - Web Design/Graphic Design
Web and Graphic Design Professor. Providing students with an in depth
understanding of the internet and a hands on experience learning to
code using HTML5 and CSS3 from the ground up.

Franklin D. Azar & Associates (Nov 2012 - Nov 2016)
Web Developer | Designer | Paid Media Manager | SEO Manager
Manage all aspects of the firms web presence. Maintain company
website, and build micro sites as needed. Manage PPC campaigns,
administer on-site optimization, create and publish blog content, as
well as manage all social media. Developed company app, and
produced multiple web videos.

Denver Data & Web

EDUCATION
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(Mar 2010 - Aug 2012)

Web Developer (Drupal) | Designer
Design, develop, and maintain client websites primarily using Drupal. Some
custom module development, extensive module configuration, as well as
utilizing jQuery and PHP to manipulate and enhance the site theme.

